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High-level cognitive signals in the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) have previously been used to decode the intended endpoint of a reach,
providing the first evidence that PPC can be used for direct control of a neural prosthesis (Musallam et al., 2004). Here we expand on this
work by showing that PPC neural activity can be harnessed to estimate not only the endpoint but also to continuously control the
trajectory of an end effector. Specifically, we trained twomonkeys to use a joystick to guide a cursor on a computer screen to peripheral
target locations while maintaining central ocular fixation. We found that we could accurately reconstruct the trajectory of the cursor
using a relatively small ensemble of simultaneously recorded PPC neurons. Using a goal-based Kalman filter that incorporates target
information into the state-space, we showed that the decoded estimate of cursor position could be significantly improved. Finally, we
tested whether we could decode trajectories during closed-loop brain control sessions, in which the real-time position of the cursor was
determined solely by amonkey’s neural activity inPPC. Themonkey learned toperformbrain control trajectories at 80%success rate (for
8 targets) after just 4–5 sessions. This improvement in behavioral performance was accompanied by a corresponding enhancement in
neural tuning properties (i.e., increased tuning depth and coverage of encoding parameter space) as well as an increase in off-line
decoding performance of the PPC ensemble.
Key words: brain–machine interface; trajectory decoding; neural prosthetics; sensorimotor control; posterior parietal cortex;
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Introduction
Scientific and clinical advances toward the development of a cor-
tical neural prosthetic to assist paralyzed patients have targeted
multiple brain areas and signal types (Kennedy et al., 2000;Wess-
berg et al., 2000; Serruya et al., 2002; Taylor et al., 2002; Carmena
et al., 2003; Shenoy et al., 2003; Musallam et al., 2004; Patil et al.,
2004; Wolpaw andMcFarland, 2004; Hochberg et al., 2006; San-
thanam et al., 2006). The first generation of motor prostheses
focused primarily on extracting continuous movement informa-
tion (trajectories) and emphasized the premotor (PMd) and pri-
mary motor cortices (M1) in monkeys (Serruya et al., 2002; Tay-
lor et al., 2002; Carmena et al., 2003; Santhanam et al., 2006).
Studies performed in the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) and in
PMd have emphasized decoding goal information, such as the
intended endpoint of a reach (Musallam et al., 2004; Santhanam
et al., 2006). Musallam and colleagues also showed that cognitive
variables (e.g., expected value of a reach) could be exploited to
boost the amount of goal information decoded from PPC. How-
ever, less emphasis has been placed on decoding trajectories from
PPC. Earlier off-line analyses showed that area 5 neurons are
correlatedwith variousmotor parameters during reachingmove-
ments (Ashe and Georgopoulos, 1994; Averbeck et al., 2005).
Recently, we reported that PPC encodes the instantaneousmove-
ment direction of a joystick-controlled cursor (i.e., with approx-
imately zero lag time), suggesting that these dynamic tuning
properties reflect the output of an internal forward model (Mul-
liken et al., 2008). Nonetheless, these PPC studies did not address
whether trajectories could be reconstructed from ensemble neu-
ral activity. Carmena and colleagues decoded trajectories off-line
and during closed-loop brain control trials from ensembles in
multiple brain areas, including PPC, M1, PMd, and primary so-
matosensory cortex (S1) (Wessberg et al., 2000; Carmena et al.,
2003). However, they reported relatively poor off-line recon-
struction performance for their PPC sample compared with
other brain areas they recorded from (e.g., M1). Therefore, it is
unlikely that their closed-loop brain control performance relied
strongly upon PPC activity relative to signals from other areas
(e.g., M1).
Therefore, the extent to which PPC can be used to decode
trajectories, off-line and during online brain control remains un-
clear. Herewe show that trajectories can be reliably reconstructed
off-line using relatively small numbers of simultaneously re-
corded PPC neurons. We also show that goal-based, state-space
decoding methods as well as adjustable-depth multielectrode ar-
ray (AMEA) recording techniques can be advantageous for a
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prosthesis targeting PPC. Finally, we show for the first time that
PPC ensembles alone are sufficient for real-time continuous con-
trol of a cursor. Interestingly, we observed strong learning effects
in PPC during brain control, which emerged in parallel with an
increase in behavioral performance over a period of several days.
Materials andMethods
Animal preparation. Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta; 6–9
kg) were used in this study. All experiments were performed in compli-
ancewith the guidelines of theCaltech Institutional Animal Care andUse
Committee and the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and
Use of Laboratory Animals.
Neurophysiological recording. We recorded multichannel neural activ-
ity from twomonkeys in themedial bank of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS)
and area 5. We implanted two 32-channel microwire arrays (64 elec-
trodes) in onemonkey (first array 6–8mmdeep in IPS, second array 1–2
mm deep in area 5) (Microprobe). Chronically implanted array place-
ments were planned using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and per-
formed using image-guided surgical techniques to accurately target the
desired anatomical location and to minimize the extent of the craniot-
omy (Omnisight Image-guided Surgery System, Radionics). In a second
monkey we performed acute chamber recordings using a 6-channel mi-
crodrive (NANElectrodeDrive, Plexon). The placement of the recording
chamber was verified using MRI, with the chamber centered at 5 mm
posterior, 6 mm lateral in stereotaxic coordinates. For the remainder of
this report, we will refer to a chronic microwire array as a fixed-depth
multielectrode array (FMEA) and the microdrive as an adjustable-depth
multielectrode array (AMEA). Spike sorting was performed online using
a Plexon multichannel data acquisition system and later confirmed with
off-line analysis using the Plexon Offline Sorter. Using the AMEA tech-
nique, we were able to maintain single-unit isolations of several neurons
for1–2 h.Note thatwe did not specify that isolated neurons be tuned to
a particular parameter measured in our task, but instead only required
that each neuron have a minimum baseline firing rate (2 Hz). Once
single-unit isolations were establishedmanually, isolations were typically
maintained using an autonomous electrode positioning algorithm
(SpikeTrack), which independently adjusted the depth of each electrode
to continuously optimize extracellular isolation quality (Cham et al.,
2005; Nenadic and Burdick, 2005; Branchaud et al., 2006). It should be
noted that all neural units reported using the AMEA technique were well
isolated single units, while neural units recorded using the FMEA tech-
nique consisted of a combination of single-unit and multiunit activity.
Experimental design. Monkeys were trained to perform a 2D center-
out joystick (J50 2-axis joystick, ETI Systems) reaction task, inwhich they
were required to guide a cursor on a computer screen to illuminated
peripheral targets. 2D-axis joystick movements were comprised primar-
ily of wrist movements, with maximal radial excursion of 5 cm (i.e., to
peripheral target location). After several weeks of training, the monkeys
were highly skilled at the task and were performing regularly above 90%
success rate. Experimental sessions consisted of a joystick training seg-
ment for both monkeys, which was followed by, for one monkey, a
closed-loop brain control segment.
The 2D center-out joystick task is illustrated in Figure 1A. The mon-
keys sat 45 cm in front of an LCD monitor. Eye position was monitored
with an infrared oculometer. Monkeys initiated a trial bymoving a white
cursor (0.9°) into a central green target circle (4.4°) and then fixated a
concentric, central red circle (1.6°). After 350 ms, the target jumped to 1
of 8 (or 12 for some sessions) random peripheral locations (11–14.7°).
The monkeys then guided the cursor smoothly into the peripheral target
zone while maintaining central fixation. Once the cursor was held within
2.2° of the target center for 350 ms, the monkeys were rewarded with a
drop of juice. If fixation was broken during the movement, the trial was
aborted. Monkeys were required to fixate centrally during the entire
trajectory in order to maintain a constant visual reference frame. Earlier
studies have shown that parietal reach region (PRR) encodes visual tar-
gets for reaching in eye coordinates and area 5 in both eye and hand
coordinates (Batista et al., 1999; Buneo et al., 2002). In addition, this
control was important to rule out the possibility that we were decoding
activity related to eye position or saccades. [Note that this control was not
instituted in a previous PPC decoding study (Carmena et al., 2003).] The
duration of a typical trajectory, from amonkey’s reaction time (i.e., when
the monkey initiated movement of the cursor) to 80 ms after the cursor
first entered the target zone was 510  152 ms and 393  152 ms, for
monkeys 1 and 2 respectively (mean SD).
During brain control sessions performed in one monkey, we discon-
nected the joystick from the cursor and attempted to decode the intended
trajectory of the monkey using only his brain signals. The cursor was
initially placed inside the central green target circle to start each brain
control trial. Themonkeywas again required to look at a centrally located
red circle to initiate the trial, but this time subsequent positions of the
cursor were determined by a decoding model operating only on the
neural signals. Cursor position was updated on the computer screen
approximately every 100 ms until the cursor was held in the target circle
(9°) for100ms. The trial was aborted if the monkeymoved his eyes, or
10 s elapsed before successfully reaching the target.
Off-line algorithm construction. We sought to construct a decoding
model that optimally estimated behavioral parameters from the firing
rates of simultaneously recordedPPCneurons (e.g.,minimized themean
squared reconstruction error, MSE). To further illustrate this situation,
we have plotted simultaneously recorded spike trains from 5 neurons in
the raster plots of Figure 1, B and C, which were collected during 10 trials
made to both leftward and rightward targets. Neural activity is aligned to
the reaction time and is plotted up to 80 ms after the cursor entered the
target zone. Below each set of raster plots are the trial-averaged, standard-
ized firing rate time courses associated with each of these two target
directions. The instantaneous firing rate of a neuronwas standardized by
first subtracting the neuron’s mean firing rate and then dividing by its
SD. Using an ensemble of standardized firing rates along with concur-
rently recorded behavioral data from the joystick training segment, we
constructed a mathematical decoding model to attempt to reconstruct
the monkeys’ trajectories off-line. To accomplish this, we tested two
standard linear estimation algorithms: ridge regression and a modified
Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960; Hoerl and Kennard, 1970). Fivefold cross-
validation was used to assess performance and to perform model selec-
tion. Specifically, all trials from a joystick training segment were shuffled
and then divided into five equal parts. Four of five partswere used to train
themodel and 1/5 parts was used to validate themodel. Thus, the trained
model was validated five times to obtain an average performance, with
each of the five parts serving as the validation set one time.
Ridge regression. We first constructed a linear model of the instanta-
neous 2D cursor position (or velocity, acceleration, target position) at
some time, x(t), as a function of the standardized firing rates of N simul-
taneously recorded neural units. Firing rates were computed for non-
overlapping 80 ms bins, and effectively represented the mean firing rate
measured at the middle of each bin. Each sample of the behavioral state
vector, x(t), was modeled as a function of the vector of ensemble firing
rates measured for three preceding time bins (i.e., lag times), centered at
{r(t  200 ms), r(t  120 ms), r(t  40 ms)}, which effectively repre-
sented the temporal evolution of the causal ensemble activity before each
behavioral state measurement. To simplify our notation, we will refer to
discretized time steps (k) for the remainder of this report, where x(k)
denotes the instantaneous behavioral measurement and r(k) denotes the
average binned firing rate of the ensemble 40 ms in the past, r(k  1)
denotes the mean firing rate 120 ms in the past, etc. We tried a variety of
bin sizes and number of lag time steps and found that these values pro-
vided the best performance over multiple sessions. During a given trial,
spiking activity was sampled beginning from 240ms before themonkeys’
reaction time up to 80ms after the cursor first entered the target zone. An
estimate of the 2D cursor position (or velocity, etc.), xˆ(k), was con-
structed as a linear combination of the ensemble of firing rates, r, sam-
pled at multiple lag time steps according to





i, jrk  i, j  k  i, (1)
where  represents the observational error. The MSE of the estimate,
xˆ(k), can generally be decomposed into two parts, a bias and a variance
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component, which can vary in size depending upon the method used to
obtain , thereby producing an important tradeoff to be considered
during model selection (Geman et al., 1992). The well known least-
squares solution for , which can be obtained in a single step, yields the
minimum-variance, unbiased estimator. However, a zero-bias estimator
often suffers from high MSE due to a large-variance component of the
error. Often, it is beneficial during model selection to slacken the con-
straint on the bias to further reduce the variance component of the error.
In particular, this is beneficial when confronted with a high-dimensional
input space in which many neural signals may be correlated (e.g., over-
lapping receptive fields or autocorrelated firing rate inputs fromdifferent
lag time steps), whichmay result in estimators that exhibit large variabil-
ity over a number of different training sets. Ridge regression is a method
that can optimize the bias-variance tradeoff by penalizing the average size
of the coefficients in order to reduce the variance component of the error,
while allowing a smaller increase in the bias (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970).
For ridge regression, the traditional least-squares objective function is
augmented by a complexity term, which penalizes coefficients for having













Least-squares Term Complexity Term
,
(2)
where M is the number of training samples used in a session. The regu-
larization parameter, , was determined iteratively by gradient descent
using a momentum search algorithm, thereby minimizing MSE by con-
verging to a set of coefficients that appropriately balances the bias and
variance components of the reconstruction error. For a given value of ,
Figure 1. Center-out joystick task and example neural recordings obtained using adjustable-depth multielectrode array (AMEA). A, Monkeys initiated each trial by guiding the cursor inside a
central green circle. A concentric red circle then appeared, directing themonkeys to fixate centrally for 350ms. The target was randomly jumped to 1 of 8 (or 12) possible targets, at which point the
monkey initiateda trajectory to theperipheral target location.Monkeysheld the cursor inside the target for at least 350ms (100ms forbrain control) before receivinga juice reward.Raster plots show
responses of 5 simultaneously recorded neurons during example trajectories to two different target locations, leftward (180°) (B) and rightward (0°) (C). Neural activity is aligned to the time of
movement initiation (dashed vertical line) and is plottedup to80msafter the cursor entered the target zone. Standardized firing rate time courses for all 5 neurons (sortedby color) are plottedbelow
their respective raster plots for both leftward (D) and rightward (E) target conditions. Note the spatial tuningpresent for two targets in this ensemble of 5 neurons. Smoothed (Gaussian kernel, SD
20ms) firing rate traces were generated for illustrative purposes here, while binned standardized firing rates (80ms) were in fact used to train decoding algorithms (seeMaterials andMethods). F,
Example trajectoriesmadebymonkey1 for all 8 targets. Thedashedgreen circle is the starting locationof the target and is not visible once the targethasbeen jumped to theperiphery.Dots represent
cursor position sampled at 15 ms intervals along the trajectory.
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a unique solution for the ridge coefficients can be expressed conveniently
in matrix notation, for example when estimating the 2D cursor position,
ˆridge RTR  I1RTX, (3)
where RℜM3N is the standardized firing rate matrix sampled at 3 lag
time steps into the past, XℜM2 is the mean-subtracted, 2D position
matrix, and ℜ 3N2 are themodel coefficients unique to a particular
. Note that for   0, the ridge filter is equivalent to the least-squares
solution. Consequently, such a coefficient shrinkage procedure will reduce
the effective degrees of freedomof themodel, which is a scalar value that can
be calculated using the expression (derivation available at www.




Since ridge regression retains all of the original coefficients in the model,
albeit shrunken versions of them, tomake themodelmore parsimonious
we also reduced the actual dimensionality of the neural input space by
subselecting the largest (according to their squared magnitude) Ndf co-
efficients and removing all others from themodel. This imposed a kind of
hard threshold on the noisy predictors that held little predictive power.
We then repeated ridge regression using only those neural inputs that
remained in the truncated input space, which typically improved cross-
validated performance further over the initial ridge solution. This two-
step, ridge-selection process was iterated until a minimum cross-
validation error was reached. For our data sets, we found that this
method performed comparably to or better than other regularization
and variable selectionmethods such as lasso, the elastic net, or least angle
regression (LARS) (Tibshirani, 1996; Efron et al., 2004; Zou and Hastie,
2005).
Goal-based Kalman filter. In addition to ridge regression we imple-
mented a state-space decodingmodel, specifically a variant of the discrete
Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960). The Kalman filter was originally proposed
by Black and colleagues for decoding continuous trajectories from M1
ensembles (Wu et al., 2003) and has more recently been applied using
electrocorticographic (ECoG) signals recorded from hand/arm motor
cortex (Pistohl et al., 2008). Here we review its basic operation and em-
phasize differences taken in our implementation. Note that before train-
ing the Kalman filter we first applied ridge regression to the training data
as described above to select the most informative subset of neural inputs
to be used (as determined by the effective degrees of freedom). In addi-
tion to standard kinematic state variables [i.e., position ( p), velocity (v),
acceleration (a)] used in the above-mentioned M1 studies, we incorpo-
rated goal information into the state-space representation by augment-
ing the kinematic state vector with the static target position, T, that is,
xk  	 px,py,vx,vy,ax,ay,Tx,Ty

T. (5)
To avoid confusion with the standard Kalman filter, we will refer to this
model as the goal-based Kalman filter (G-Kalman filter) for the remain-
der of this report.
Unlike the feedforward ridge filter, the G-Kalman filter operates in a
recursive manner using two governing equations instead of one: an ob-
servation equation that models the firing rates (observation) as a func-
tion of the state of the cursor, xk, and a process equation that operates in
a Markov manner to propagate the state of the cursor forward in time as
a function of only the most recent state, xk1 (Welch and Bishop, 2006).
Therefore, firing rates are not binned inmultiple lag time steps before the
measured state xk, but instead reflect the firing rate of a single 80 ms bin
just before (i.e., t  40 ms) the measured state of the cursor. The
G-Kalman filter assumes that these twomodels are linear stochastic func-
tions, which operate under the condition of additive Gaussian white
noise according to
xk  Akxk1  Buk1  wk1, (process equation) (6)
rk  Hkxk  vk observation equation). (7)
The control term, u, is assumed to be unidentified and is therefore set to
zero in our model, excluding B from the process model. Following the
approach of Wu and colleagues, we made the simplifying assumption
that the process noise (wℜ 81), observation noise (vℜ 81), tran-
sition matrix (A  ℜ 88), and observation matrix (H  ℜN8) were
fixed in time (Wu et al., 2003). Simplifying,
xk  Axk1  w, where pw N0,Q, Qℜ88, (8)
rk  Hxk  v, where pv N0,V, VℜNN, (9)
where A and H were solved using least-squares regression and Q and V
are the process and observation noise covariance matrices, respectively.
Note that the transition matrix, A, took the form
A   Akin C0 I , (10)
where I is the 2 2 identity matrix, indicating that the target was fixed in
time during the trial. The estimate of the kinematic state of the cursor, xk
 [px, py, vx, vy, ax, ay]
T, was therefore a linear combination of the
previous kinematic state, which was weighted by the transition matrix
A kinℜ 66, and the estimated target position, which was weighted by
the linear operator C  ℜ 62. That is, C biased the estimate of the
kinematic state to be spatially constrained by the target position, which
was inferred from the neural observation in Equation 9.
To estimate the state of the cursor at each time step k, the output of the
processmodel, xˆk
 (i.e., a priori estimate), was linearly combinedwith the
difference between the output of the observation model and the actual
neuralmeasurement (i.e. the neural innovation) using an optimal scaling
factor, the Kalman gain, Kkℜ 8N, to produce an a posteriori estimate
of the state of the cursor,
xˆk  xˆk
  Kkrk  Hxˆk
. (11)
This standard two-step discrete estimation process, consisting of an a
priori time update and an a posteriori measurement update, was iterated
recursively to generate an estimate of the state of the cursor at each time
step in the trajectory. Note that neural innovation arises due to the devi-
ation between the expected neural measurement (i.e., instantaneous fir-
ing rate that would be predicted by the observation model, given the a
priori state estimate generated by the processmodel) and the actual firing
rate measurement. When these two rates differ, a nonzero, weighted
correction term is added to the a priori state estimate (i.e., an additive up-
date), the magnitude of which is determined by the Kalman gain (a more
detailed description of this process is available at www.jneurosci.org as sup-
plemental material).
The initial position of the cursor was assumed to be known, but the
initial velocity, acceleration, and target position were set to the expected
value of their respective training distributions. Similarly, the initial vari-
ance of the position was set to zero, reflecting no uncertainty about the
starting location of the cursor, while the variance for velocity, accelera-
tion, and target position were derived from their training set distribu-
tions:





0 0 0 0
0 var	 x˙
 0 0
0 0 var	 x¨
 0
0 0 0 var	T

 , (13)
where E is the expected value operator.
We assessed the decoding performance of the G-Kalman filter for the
entire duration of the trajectory, though the G-Kalman filter typically
converged to a steady-state value (i.e. Kalman gain and error covariance
decreased exponentially to asymptote)1 s after movement onset (fur-
ther information available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material).
Model assessment. We quantified the off-line reconstruction perfor-
mance of each decoding algorithm using a single statistical criterion, the
coefficient of determination, orR 2.R 2 values forX and Y directions were
averaged to give a single R 2 value for position, velocity, etc.
We also constructed neuron-dropping curves for each session to
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quantify how well trajectories could be reconstructed using PPC ensem-
bles of different sizes. To assess the performance of a particular ensemble
size, q, we randomly selected and removed Ndf q neural units from the
original ensemble, which contained Ndf total neural units. Next, we per-
formed fivefold cross-validation using the remaining q neural units to
obtain an R 2 value, then replaced them, and repeated this procedure 50
times to obtain an average R 2 for each ensemble size, q. Note that an
equal number of randomly selected trials were used from each session
(300 trials); however we typically did not observe a significant improve-
ment in performance after including much more than 100 trials.
We computed model fits for the resultant neuron-dropping curves so
that they could be extrapolated to theoretical, larger ensemble sizes, allowing
us to estimate the averageR2 performance for an arbitrary ensemble size. An
exponential recovery function was fit to the data according to
R2  1  eq/z, (14)
where q was the ensemble size used and z was a fitted constant. For all
FMEA and AMEA plots, the quality of fit obtained using this model was
very good (average R 2 0.98).
Closed-loop brain control analysis.Weassessed behavioral performance
during brain control using two different measures. First, we computed
the smoothed success rate as a function of trial number (trial outcome
point process was convolved with Gaussian kernel, SD  30 trials), as
well as the average daily success rate for each of 14 brain control sessions.
Second,we computed the average timenecessary for themonkey to guide
the cursor into the target zone successfully for each session, which was
measured from target cue onset to 100 ms after the cursor entered the
target zone. To calculate a chance level for success rate, we randomly
shuffled firing rate bin samples for a given neural unit recorded during
brain control, effectively preserving each neural unit’s mean firing rate
but breaking its temporal structure. Chance trajectories were then gen-
erated by simulation, iteratively applying the actual ridge filter to the
shuffled ensemble of firing rates to generate a series of pseudocursor
positions. Each chance trajectory simulation was allowed up to 10 s for
the cursor to reach the target zone for at least 100 ms, the same criterion
used during actual brain control trials. This procedure was repeated
hundreds of times to obtain a distribution of chance performances for
each session, from which a mean and SD were derived.
Neural unit waveform analysis. We quantified the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of neural unit waveforms according to the method described by
Suner and colleagues (Suner et al., 2005). Using this method, SNR was
calculated by dividing the average peak-to-peak amplitude for an aligned
spikewaveformby a noise term. The noise termwas equal to twice the SD
of the residuals that remained after subtracting themean spike waveform
from all waveform samples for a particular neural unit. The minimum
threshold SNR required for multiunit classification was 2. Single units
were identified using off-line sorting and always had interspike intervals2
ms and typically had SNR values4 when using this method.
Results
Off-line decoding
Our objective was to construct a decoding
model that estimated task-related behav-
ioral parameters (e.g., position, velocity,
acceleration, target position) at multiple
time steps in a trajectory from parallel ob-
servations of PPC neural activity. Training
sets used for fivefold cross- validationwere
constructed from 300 joystick trials per
session.We analyzed a total of 20 different
recording sessions off-line and found that
we could reconstruct joystick trajectories
with very good accuracy using ensemble
activity from PPC, accounting for 70%
of the variance in the cursor position dur-
ing a single session (R2  0.71). Ten re-
cording sessions were performed using
FMEAs implanted in one monkey, yield-
ing recordings which were comprised of a combination of single
units andmultiunits (7.8 5.2 single units, 107 27multiunits,
Ndf 65 26 effective neural units, mean SD). An additional
set of 8 sessions was collected using AMEA recordings from a
secondmonkey, all 8 ofwhich contained exactly 5 simultaneously
recorded single units (no multiunit activity was included in the
AMEA ensembles). Note that off-line decoding analyses using
FMEA data were performed for sessions recorded before the
monkey had ever experienced brain control. Therefore, all off-
line analyses reflected our ability to decode from PPC ensembles
before the development of any learning effects that occurred as a
result of brain control.
Position decoding performance: model comparisons
We evaluated the performances of several decoding algorithms,
including least-squares, ridge regression, a standard Kalman fil-
ter and the G-Kalman filter. In general, when estimating the po-
sition of the cursor, we found that the G-Kalman filter out-
performed the other three decoding algorithms, followed next by
theKalman filter, then the ridge filter and finally the least-squares
model (Fig. 2A,B). For instance, for FMEA recordings, we found
that ridge regression significantly improved the decoding perfor-
mance when compared with the least-squares model ( p 0.002,
two-sided sign test), on average resulting in a median improve-
ment of 60% [first quartile (Q1)  45%, third quartile (Q3) 
99%]. However, as expected we did not observe a significant
change ( p  0.25, two-sided sign test) when using ridge for
AMEA-recorded activity (0% median improvement, Q1 0, Q3
 1). This discrepancy likely reflects the benefit of using ridge
regression and subselection for high-dimensional input spaces
(i.e., FMEA) that exhibited multicollinearity among neural in-
puts and/or contained little or no tuned activity on some chan-
nels. Consistent with this reasoning, we observed that the com-
plexity parameter, , which was used to shrink the average size of
themodel coefficients, was significantly larger for FMEAdata sets
than for AMEAdata sets ( p 0.007,Wilcoxon rank sum test). In
addition, we found that for both AMEA and FMEA sessions, the
standard Kalman filter significantly outperformed the ridge filter
( p 0.001, two-sided sign test) [42% improvement (Q1 34,Q3
 91)]. This finding is in agreement with evidence from another
study that showed that the Kalman filter outperformed the least-
squares filter when decoding trajectories from M1 ensembles
(Wu et al., 2003), and likely reflects the benefit of harnessing
velocity information (that is encoded by some PPC neurons and
Figure2. Off-line decodingperformance for trajectory reconstruction.A, Single sessionR 2 values for position estimationusing
theAMEAand fixed-depthmultielectrodearray (FMEA) techniques. Performancesof severalmodels are compared in thebar chart,
including least-squares (LS), ridge regression, the Kalman filter, and the goal-based Kalman filter (G-Kalman). B, Average R 2
performances for 10 FMEA sessions and 8 AMEA sessions for each of the four models.
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inferred via Eq. 9) to estimate the changing position of the cursor
(via the process model of Eq. 8).
Previous neurophysiological studies have established that
PPC neurons encode a reach plan toward an intended goal loca-
tion in eye-centered coordinates (Snyder et al., 1997; Andersen
and Buneo, 2002; Gail and Andersen, 2006; Quiroga et al., 2006).
In addition, other studies have shown that PPC maintains a
strong representation of the target location even during contin-
uous control of a movement (Ashe and Georgopoulos, 1994;
Mulliken et al., 2008). Therefore we tested whether information
about the static target location could be extracted from PPC and
used to improve the decoding accuracy of cursor position in our
task. Target information encoded by PPC can enter into the
G-Kalman filter model via the neural innovation (i.e., Eq. 11),
which is optimally transformed (i.e., by the Kalman gain) from a
firing rate back into an 8-dimensional additive corrective term
used to refine the a priori state vector estimate of Equation 8,
ultimately influencing the accuracy of other key state variables,
such as position and velocity. We found that the decoding per-
formance was significantly improved when using the G-Kalman
filter ( p  1  104, two-sided sign test), on average by 17%
(median, Q1  9, Q3  28)), relative to the standard Kalman
filter. This result demonstrates that significant goal information
could be extracted from PPC, which was independent from the
kinematic encoding of the state of the cursor. Furthermore, this
informationwas harnessed by theG-Kalman filter to consistently
improve the estimate of the dynamic position of the cursor.
It would be interesting to test the extent to which decoding
performance can be improved if more accurate target informa-
tion could be sought out and extracted from PPC [e.g., stronger
target representations have generally been found in deeper re-
gions of the IPS (Mulliken et al., 2008)]. Therefore, we simulated
the hypothetical situation in which the target position could be
inferred perfectly from the neural activity by assuming that the
initial target position was given, and thereby remained fixed
throughout the trial. This ideal case (though unrealistic, due to
neural noise) would result in an approximately twofold average
increase in performance (110%median increase, Q1 85, Q3
163) over the standard Kalman filter, resulting in a theoretical
upper bound ofR2 values of 0.86 0.06 (mean SD). Therefore
a strong knowledge of the goal can provide valuable information
that when integrated into a state-space framework significantly
improves the ability to decode the dynamic state of the cursor.
Example trajectory reconstructions (as well as average recon-
structions) for multiple target locations obtained using the
G-Kalman filter as well as the ridge filter are illustrated in Figure
3, along with the monkey’s actual trajectories. Notice that the
G-Kalman filter visibly out-performed the ridge filter, recon-
structing paths that more closely followed the monkey’s original
trajectory.
AMEA versus FMEA decoding performance
On average, trajectory reconstructions obtained using the 64-
channel FMEA technique were significantly more accurate than
those obtained using the 6-channel AMEA technique (R2 
0.53 0.10 and 0.38 0.19 for FMEA and AMEA, respectively).
However, we also sought to test how decoding performance var-
ied as a function of the PPC ensemble size. In other words, we
aimed to quantify the efficiency of decoding, on a per neural unit
basis, for the FMEA and AMEA techniques.
Figure 4A shows neuron-dropping curves for the single best
FMEA and AMEA sessions, which plot R2 for decoding cursor
position as a function of ensemble size. First, notice how the
G-Kalman filter significantly outperformed the ridge filter (t test,
p 0.05). In otherwords, using theG-Kalman filter, fewer neural
units were needed on average, to obtain an R2 equal to that
achieved by the ridge filter. Second, although both recording
techniques ultimately achieved high decoding accuracy for these
particular sessions (e.g., using the G-Kalman filter, AMEA: R2
0.71, FMEA: R2 0.70), the gain in performance per neural unit
was significantly higher for the AMEA session than for the FMEA
session [e.g., for ensemble sizes ranging from 1 to 5 units (t test,
p  0.05)]. For example, decoding from just 5 single units using
the AMEA technique, we were able to account for 70% of the
variance (R2  0.71) in the cursor position. In comparison, the
best FMEA session yielded an average R2 of 0.05  0.11 using 5
neural units. By extrapolating the FMEA trend forward, it would
require 191 units for the FMEA technique to match the R2 of
0.71 achieved by the AMEA.
To verify that these single-session trends were representative
of the decoding efficiency differences between AMEA and FMEA
techniques in general, we averaged neuron dropping curves from
8 AMEA sessions and 10 FMEA sessions. Note that when averag-
ing performances across all 10 FMEA sessions, the maximum
possible number of neural units considered was constrained by
an upper limit of 75, the smallest ensemble size, Ndf, of any of the
10 FMEA sessions we considered. As expected, session-averaged
neuron-dropping curves were shifted downward from the single
best session curves due to variation in decoding performance
across multiple sessions (Fig. 4B). Nonetheless, trends analogous
to those reported for single best sessions in Figure 2A were pre-
served after averaging across sessions. When decoding with 5
neural units, an R2 of 0.38 0.12 was achieved using the AMEA
technique while an R2 of 0.08  0.08 was obtained using the
FMEA approach for just 5 units. According to the FMEA curve, it
would require 58 neural units, on average, to reach an R2 of
0.38, which the AMEA approach was able to achieve using just 5
neural units. These data suggest that the AMEA technique was
significantlymore efficient at extracting information fromneural
ensembles in PPC than the FMEA technique.
Reconstruction of behavioral and task parameters using
PPC activity
We also tested how well the G-Kalman filter could estimate sev-
eral other behavioral and task parameters. Figure 5 illustrates a 4 s
time course of position, velocity, and acceleration of the cursor as
well as the target position, which were constructed by concate-
nating segments from 9 test trials randomly selected from a single
session. Superimposed onto the plot are the estimated values of
these parameters, which were generated using the G-Kalman fil-
ter. Notice that the estimated values of position, velocity, and
target position followed their corresponding experimental values
reasonably closely. As expected, estimation of acceleration from
PPC activity was contrastingly less reliable since physical mea-
surements of acceleration tend to be comparably noisy due to the
higher frequency characteristic of acceleration. For this session,
using the G-Kalman filter we found that PPC activity was capable
of yielding R2 estimation accuracies of up to 0.71, 0.57, 0.25, and
0.64, for position, velocity, acceleration, and target position, re-
spectively. On average, across all FMEA sessions, when using the
G-Kalman filter we found that Rposition
2  0.53 0.11, Rvelocity
2 
0.33 0.08, Racceleration
2  0.10 0.05, and Rtarget
2  0.40 0.08.
In comparison, for the 8 AMEA sessions we found thatRposition
2 
0.38 0.22,Rvelocity
2  0.26 0.18,Racceleration
2  0.10 0.08, and
Rtarget
2  0.32 0.22.
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Lag time analysis
The temporal encoding properties of PPC neurons have been
studied before for continuous movement tasks (Ashe and Geor-
gopoulos, 1994; Averbeck et al., 2005; Mulliken et al., 2008). Re-
cently, we suggested that PPC neurons best encode the changing
movement direction (and velocity) with approximately zero lag
time (Mulliken et al., 2008). That is, the firing rates of PPC neu-
rons were best correlated with the current state of the movement
direction, a property consistent with the operation a forward
model for sensorimotor control (Jordan and Rumelhart, 1992;
Wolpert et al., 1995). Here, we test an extension of this hypothe-
sis, at what lag time can the dynamic state be decoded best from
PPC population activity? We decoded the state of the cursor
shifted in time relative to the instantaneous firing rate measure-
ment, with lag times ranging from300 to 300ms, in 30ms steps
(where negative lag times correspond to past movement states
and positive lag times correspond to future movement states).
(Note that since the prediction accuracy for acceleration was
poor and the target position was stationary in time, results for
those parameters are not included.) Since firing rates were aver-
aged over 80 ms bins, the instantaneous firing rate was assumed
to be measured at the middle of a bin (i.e., 40 ms mid-point). To
Figure 3. Representative off-line trajectory reconstructions from single best session.A, Single-trial reconstructions from8different test set trials during a single AMEA session. Actual trajectories
aswell as reconstructions obtainedusingboth ridge regressionand theG-Kalman filter are shown for each trial. Numbers alongeach trajectory indicate the temporal sequence (time steps are labeled
every 80 ms) of the cursor’s path. Note the visible performance improvement obtained when using the G-Kalman filter compared with ridge regression. B, Average reconstructions for a particular
target (dashed red andblack traces denotemeanG-Kalmanprediction and actual trajectory, respectively). Confidence bands denote SDs of X andYposition from themeanposition at each time step.
Target-specific averageswere performed only for trajectories of equal duration (i.e., themode of the distribution of trajectory durationsmeasured for a particular target). Therefore, these trajectory
bands represent a useful visual representation of typical reconstruction performance measured during this AMEA session, but importantly underestimate the actual variability normally present in
the full trajectory data set.
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fairly combine results across sessions that
had variable decoding performances, each
session’s R2 values were normalized by the
maximum R2 measured for that session
(for both position and velocity). The opti-
mal lag time (OLT) for decoding velocity
using the G-Kalman filter was 10ms in the
future, consistent with previous claims
that PPC best represents the current state
of the velocity (Mulliken et al., 2008). The
position of the cursor was best decoded
slightly further into the future, at an OLT
of 40 ms. These temporal decoding re-
sults suggest that the current or upcoming
state of the cursor could be best extracted
from the PPC population using the
G-Kalman filter.
Neural responses that encode the cur-
rent state of the cursor are most likely not
derived solely from delayed passive sen-
sory feedback into PPC [proprioceptive
delay 30 ms, visual delay 90 ms, i.e.,
OLT  30 ms (Flanders and Cordo,
1989; Wolpert andMiall, 1996; Ringach et
al., 1997; Petersen et al., 1998)], nor is such a representation
compatible with the generation of outgoing motor commands
[M1 neurons generally lead the state of the movement by 90
ms, i.e., OLT90ms (Ashe andGeorgopoulos, 1994; Paninski et
al., 2004)]. Furthermore, it is unlikely that a current-state repre-
sentation may simply reflect a passive mixture of distinctly sen-
sory and distinctly motor signals present within PPC. For in-
stance, previous analyses have shown that the central tendency of
hundreds of PPCneurons (i.e., themedian of a roughly unimodal
distribution of OLTs) largely encoded the current state of the
movement direction (i.e., velocity) (Mulliken et al., 2008). Fur-
thermore, those cells that exhibited near 0 ms OLTs encoded
significantly more information about the movement direction
than cells with other OLTs (e.g., purely sensory or purelymotor),
which is consistent with PPC actively computing these current
state estimates. Therefore, we suggest that the dynamic state rep-
resentation in PPCmay best reflect the active computational pro-
cess of a forward model for sensorimotor control, which creates
an estimate of the current and upcoming state of a movement
using efference copy signals received from frontal areas and a
forward model of the movement dynamics of the arm.
Brain control
In addition to reconstructing trajectories successfully off-line, we
tested whether we could continuously control a cursor in real-time
using a ridge filter that operated directly on the monkey’s neural
activity to estimate the position of the cursor.We decided to use the
ridge filter initiallybecause itprovides a simple framework(i.e., feed-
forward, one-to-one linear mapping between neural activity and a
single parameter, the 2D position of the cursor) that is convenient
for systematically assessing the learning effects that occur in PPC.
The ridge filter was trained for each session using data recorded
during the joystick training segment, and remained fixed through-
out the brain control segment of each session.Typically, themonkey
performed several hundred brain control trials per session.
Behavioral performance
We found that the monkey was able to successfully guide the
cursor to the target using brain control at a level of performance
much higher than would be expected by chance. Figure 6A illus-
trates the monkey’s behavioral performance for the first brain
control session, which was fair. The 30-trial moving average of
success rate varied up and down during the first session, but on
averagewas 32% for 8 targets, whichwas significantly higher than
the chance level calculated for that session (chance 5.2 2.3%,
mean  SD). However, after just three additional sessions, the
monkey’s performance had improved substantially, reaching a
session-average success rate of 80%, and stabilizing around that
level for several days (Fig. 6C). For instance, during session 6 the
session-average success rate was 80% and 30-trial average
climbed as high as 90% during certain periods of the session,
performing far above chance level (Fig. 6B). Figure 6C also illus-
trates the median time needed for the cursor to reach the target
for each of the 14 brain control sessions. Concurrent with an
increase in success rate during the first several sessions, we ob-
served a complementary decrease in the time to target. For in-
stance, during the first session the median time to target was
slightly more than 3 s and by the fourth session it had dropped to
883 ms. As expected, these two parameters were strongly anti-
correlated (0.96, p  1 107, Pearson correlation coef-
ficient). Both an increase in success rate and a concomitant de-
crease in the time to target show that themonkeywas able to learn
to proficiently control the cursor using visual feedback of the
decoded cursor position on the computer screen. Remarkably,
these learning mechanisms became evident over a brief period of
3–4 d. Improvements in brain control performance began to
saturate after several days and remained high until the recording
quality of the FMEA implant started to degrade.
Our initial assumption was that aftermany sessions, themon-
key would voluntarily cease to move his hand (without restraint)
as his neural activity became progressively better at controlling
the cursor. However, the monkey’s hand did continue to move
during many brain control trials. Interestingly, in a control ses-
sion we observed that joystick movement was not necessary for
successful brain control performance after immobilizing the joy-
stick (i.e., the monkey still performed brain control at 60% per-
formance with a rigidly fixed joystick). It is conceivable that had
our chronic recording lasted for a longer time period, themonkey
Figure 4. Neuron-dropping curves comparing AMEA and FMEA decoding efficiencies. A, Recordings from a single session
showedsignificantdecodingefficiency (R 2/unit) advantageswhenusing theAMEA technique comparedwith theFMEAapproach.
B, These decoding efficiency differences were consistently observed when averaged across multiple sessions (8 AMEA, 10 FMEA
sessions). It is important to note that extrapolationsmade for AMEA neuron-dropping curves were performed only for illustrative
purposes and should not be considered, and are not used as, as accurate quantitative estimates of R 2 for ensemble sizes much
larger than 5neurons. Future AMEA studieswill be necessary to collect data to confirmor deny such speculative AMEAprojections.
Although not shown, this FMEA session reached an R2 of 0.70 at180 neural units when using the G-Kalman filter.
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might have stoppedmoving his hand altogether as has been dem-
onstrated by other studies in M1 (Carmena et al., 2003). How-
ever, future investigations will be necessary to more thoroughly
explore this possibility in PPC.
Several example successful trajectories made by the monkey
during brain control are illustrated in Figure 7. Brain control
trajectories for which the monkey guided the cursor rapidly and
directly into the target zone are illustrated in Figure 7A. Figure 7B
shows examples of trajectories that initially headed away from the
target and required correction to reach the target. The ability of
the monkey to rapidly adjust the path online suggests that he
learned tomodulate his neural activity in order to steer the cursor
to the goal using continuous feedback of the visual error.
Brain control learning effects
Changes in neural activity weremonitored in parallel with behav-
ioral performance trends by analyzing PPC population activity
recorded during each session’s joystick training segment, before
the brain control segment. Specifically, we averaged the learning
effects across all neural units that were included in a session’s
ensemble. Importantly, when defining the PPC ensemble used
for off-line decoding assessment, we did not assume that we re-
corded from exactly the same ensemble of neural units from
session to session (though this probably occurred to some extent)
because (1) we did not continuously track the spike waveforms
24 h per day so as to ensure that neurons were identical, and (2) it
is difficult to robustly determine to what extentmultiunit activity
consistently reflected the same combination of single units from
day to day. Instead, for each session we chose to include only
those neural units whose spike waveform signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) exceeded some arbitrary threshold value (see Materials
and Methods) when decoding off-line. In general, the average
SNR value for an ensemble (2.7 0.08) as well as the number of
single units (5.9 2.9) did not vary significantly over the course
of 14 brain control sessions, nor did we any observe any signifi-
cant linear trend in their respective values [the slopes of line fits
for these twotrendswerenot significantlydifferent fromzero, that is,
the 95% confidence intervals (CI) of the slope included zero].
We observed noteworthy changes in the neural activity that
demonstrated strong evidence of learning in the PPC population.
First, we calculated the average R2 for decoding cursor position
from the ensemble (off-line analysis using ridge filter), which is
illustrated for all 14 sessions in Figure 8A. Notice that the R2
trend approximately followed the trend for behavioral perfor-
Figure 5. Reconstruction of various trajectory parameters using PPC activity. Actual behavior and decoded estimates of position, velocity, acceleration, and target position time series for 9
concatenated trials that were randomly selected from a single AMEA session. All estimates shown were generated using the G-Kalman filter. Alternating gray and white backgrounds denote time
periods or different trials. The scale bar in the “X Position” panel depicts 80 ms duration.
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mance, increasing shortly after the first
brain control session and leveling off after
several more sessions. The maximal ses-
sion R2 using ridge regression was 0.64 (or
R2  0.80 if G-Kalman had been used),
more than doubling the decode perfor-
mance obtained on the first day of brain
control, which had an R2 of 0.25. The off-
line decoding R2 was strongly correlated
with online brain control performance on
a session by session basis (  0.60, p 
0.02, Pearson correlation coefficient). This
result suggests that when presented with
continuous visual feedback about the de-
coded position of the cursor during brain
control, PPC neurons were able to collec-
tively modify/improve their encoding
properties (as evidenced by an increase in
off-line decoding performance), effec-
tively making more information available
to the ridge filter for controlling the cursor
during subsequent brain control sessions.
In addition to assessing decoding per-
formance while the monkey learned to
perform under brain control conditions,
we investigated the trends of various tun-
ing properties of the PPC population that
might have been responsible for the in-
crease in R2. When assessing changes in
tuning, we included only the most infor-
mative neural units in the ensemble as determined by the effective
degrees of freedomprovided by the ridgemodel (i.e., the subset of
the original ensemble that contributed most significantly during
off-line and online decoding,Ndf 77 20 neural units,mean
SD). For each joystick training session, we constructed a 2D po-
sition tuning curve for each neural unit in the ensemble; using
firing rates belonging only to the most recent lag time bin. (Note
that similar results were obtained for all three lag time bins, but
strongest tuning was typically observed for the first lag time bin).
X and Y cursor positions were discretized into a 6 6 array of 36
bins, extending 10° in the X–Y plane. Accordingly, each X–Y
bin contained a distribution of firing rate samples corresponding
to sample cursor positions measured at a particular 2D position
(typically 50 samples). First, to quantify the tuning depth, we
performed a nonparametricWilcoxon rank sum test (i.e., normal
approximation method) using the two firing rate bin distribu-
tions that contained the maximum and minimum mean values.
The normal Z-statistic that resulted from this test was defined as
the tuning depth of the position tuning curve. Using this metric,
we then computed the ensemble’s average tuning depth for each
session.We found that tuning depth increasedmost substantially
over the first 8 brain control sessions (by 70%) and approxi-
mately leveled off for the remaining sessions. When fitting a line
to this increasing trend, we found that the slope was significantly
larger than zero (m  0.09, 95% CI: 0.04, 0.14). An increase in
ensemble tuning depth can be interpreted as an expansion of the
firing rate dynamic range, boosting the effective gain of the en-
semble for the purpose of encoding position (Fig. 8A). Second,
we quantified the spread of 2D tuning for the PPC population by
calculating the SD of the preferred positions of all neural units in
an ensemble. The preferred position of a neural unit was defined
as the X and Y position that corresponded to the bin with the
maximum average firing rate. To obtain a scalar measure for
dispersion of tuning for the ensemble, we averaged the SD of the
X and Y preferred position distributions. Similar to the trend we
observed for tuning depth, we found that the average spread of
preferred positions increased significantly throughout the brain
control sessions (Fig. 8B), ultimately to35% above its starting
level). The slope of a line fit to this trend was also significantly
larger than zero (m  2.11, 95% CI: 1.18, 3.04). This increase in
the spread of tuning by the PPC population presumably enabled
the monkey to control the cursor over an increasingly broader
range of 2D space on the computer screen during brain control.
Third, we tracked the tuning curve overlap between all possible
pairs of neural units in an ensemble, which were then averaged to
give a scalar ensemble tuning overlap value. (Note, tuning over-
lap was computed as the normalized dot product of two vectorized
tuning curvematrices.)We found that the ensemble tuning overlap
increased only slightly (by6%) (Fig. 8B), but significantly, over 14
brain control sessions (m  0.004, 95% CI: 0.002, 0.007). This in-
crease in ensemble tuning overlap suggests that the PPC population
codebecame slightlymore redundant duringbrain control learning.
Summarizing these trends in position tuning, we found that
both the tuning depth and tuning spread of the ensemble in-
creased substantially during brain control. Importantly, both
tuning depth and tuning spread showed strong correlations with
R2 decoding performance, which were highly significant ( 
0.71, p  0.004 and   0.73, p  0.003, respectively, Pearson’s
linear correlation coefficient), and consequently with brain con-
trol performance as well ( 0.68, p  0.007 and  0.61, p 
0.02, respectively). These correlation results suggest that adjust-
ment of these particular tuning properties was necessary in order
for the ensemble to improve off-line decoding performance, and
ultimately for the monkey to improve his performance during
brain control. Tuning overlap was also correlated withR2 perfor-
mance ( 0.62, p  0.02). (Note however that tuning overlap
Figure 6. Brain control performance improvement overmultiple sessions. A, Thirty-trial averaged success rate during the first
closed-loop, brain control session. Dashed line denotes average success rate for the session, and lighter dashed line denotes the
chance level calculated for that session. B, Improved brain control success rate measured during session 6, after learning had
occurred. C, After several days, behavioral performance improved significantly. Session-average success rate increasedmore than
twofold and the time needed for the cursor to reach the target decreased by more than twofold.
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showed a weaker (and less significant) correlation with brain
control performance ( 0.46, p 0.09)). An increase in tuning
overlap probably reflected the fact thatmore neural units became
significantly tuned over the course of the 14 brain sessions,
thereby increasing the likelihood of overlapping tuning curves
within the ensemble. However, it is also possible that the popu-
lation deliberately broadened the average width of a typical neu-
ral unit’s tuning curve. Unfortunately, this possibility was diffi-
cult to evaluate with our data as positional tuning curves
generally comprised a variety of functional forms, including pla-
nar, single-peaked, and occasionally multipeaked representa-
tions. Future studies will need to address the extent to which
redundancy in the population arises due to an increase in the
percentage of tuned neural units in the ensemble versus a broad-
ening of the tuning curves of those constituent neural units.
Finally, it is unlikely that the improvement inR2 performance
and enhanced ensemble tuning was trivially due to a sudden in-
crease in newly appearing neurons that
happened to have stronger tuning proper-
ties than previously recorded ensembles.
First, during joystick sessions before the
initial brain control session, the off-lineR2
performance achieved using the ridge fil-
ter fluctuated slightly from day to day, but
typically fell within a limited range. For
example, the distribution of performances
for the 7 sessions before beginning brain
control was R2  0.27  0.03 (mean 
SD). Second, as mentioned above, the
number of single units and the session
SNR did not change significantly during
brain control. Finally, we did not observe a
significant correlation between R2 and the
session-averaged SNR (  0.28, p 
0.33). Therefore, the most reasonable in-
terpretation of the substantial improve-
ment in decoding performance we ob-
served is that the information content of
the PPC ensemble increased due to plastic-
ity effects characterized by the changes in
tuning we report, and did not occur by the
sudden chance appearance of new, tuned
neurons at the tips of our electrodes.
Discussion
In this study, we showed that 2D trajecto-
ries of a computer cursor controlled by a
hand movement could be reliably recon-
structed from the activity of a small en-
semble of PPC neurons. We were able to
account for 70% of the variance in cur-
sor position when decoding off-line from
just 5 neurons. This high decoding effi-
ciency (R2 per neural unit) likely reflects
the ability to reliably isolate neurons in
PPC using the AMEA recording tech-
nique. Consistent with findings from M1
decoding studies, we verified that state-
space models (i.e., Kalman filter variants)
significantly outperformed feedforward
linear decoders (e.g., least-squares, ridge
regression) (Wu et al., 2003). In addition,
by incorporating information inferred
about the goal of the movement (i.e., tar-
get position) into the state-space of the Kalman filter, we were
able to significantly improve the accuracy of the dynamic esti-
mate of cursor position. Finally, we showed for the first time that
PPC ensembles alone are sufficient for controlling a cursor in
real-time for a neural prosthetic application. Furthermore, we
observed significant and rapid learning effects in PPC during
brain control, which enabled the monkey to substantially im-
prove behavioral performance over several sessions.
Considerations for off-line decoding of trajectories from PPC
Off-line reconstruction of 2D trajectories from PPC activity has
been reported in an earlier study using FMEA recordings (Car-
mena et al., 2003). In one version of their task that was similar to
ours, monkeys used a pole to guide a cursor to random target
locations on a computer screen. [Note however, since contextual
differences exist between these two tasks (e.g., targets could ap-
Figure 7. Examples of successful brain control trajectories from monkey 2 during session 8, illustrating trajectories directed
toward the target (A) as well as trajectories that initially headed off-course and therefore required online correction (B). Brain
control targets were made approximately twice as large as target stimuli presented during the training segment (i.e., during
joystick trials) to allow the monkey to perform the task successfully during early brain control sessions. So that behavioral
performance and learning effects could be compared fairly across multiple sessions, we kept the target size constant, even after
performance had improved.
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pear anywhere in 2D space in their task while we had 8–12 fixed
target locations in our task, our monkeys maintained central fix-
ation while theirs exhibited free gaze), some caution is advised
when drawing quantitative comparisonsmade between these two
studies below.] Using a least-squares model, Carmena and col-
leagues decoded from 64 neural units in PPC (multiunits and
single units) and concluded that they could reconstruct cursor
position with relatively poor accuracy using PPC activity (Rpos
2 
0.25, single session). In addition, they did not observe a signifi-
cant improvement in R2 when using a Kalman filter instead of a
least-squares model. For our FMEA recordings, we found that
similar performance could be achieved on average using linear
feedforward models (Fig. 2B), although a single FMEA session
yielded an R2 of 0.46. Nonetheless, we found that position could
be decoded with much higher accuracy when using the
G-Kalman filter, achieving an average R2 of 0.53 over 10 FMEA
sessions, and up to 0.71 during a single FMEA session.Moreover,
when recording from only 5 single units using the AMEA tech-
nique, we obtained very accurate trajectory reconstructions (up
toR2 0.71) that approached the accuracy found forM1 ensem-
bles (R2 0.73 for 33–56 single units andmultiunits) reported by
Carmena and colleagues. Finally, after the monkey learned to
improve his performance during brain control sessions, we found
that the off-line R2 rose to 0.80, accounting for 80% of the vari-
ance in cursor position. Therefore, we emphasize here that 2D
trajectories can be reconstructed very well using PPC activity and
further propose that AMEA techniques may be used to improve
decoding efficiency when recording from PPC ensembles.
TheG-Kalman filter we present here is similar conceptually to
state-space decoding algorithms reported by other groups that
make use of target-based information. For example, Yu and col-
leagues recently described a linear-Gaussian state-space frame-
work in which the process model of Equation 6 (i.e., “trajectory
model”) is effectively comprised of a mixture of trajectory mod-
els, each of which is tailored for a distinct target location belong-
ing to a predetermined set of targets (Yu et al., 2007). Another
recently proposed state-space model described a solution for the
time-varying command term, uk, of the process model of Equa-
tion 6 (Srinivasan et al., 2006) that is conditioned upon the in-
ferred target location, and which assumes a known arrival time
for the cursor to reach the target. Thesemethodological advances
suggest that goal information extracted from PPC could be used
to improve the decoding performance of a standard state-space
model. Here we confirm this hypothesis using a simpler model,
the G-Kalman filter, which uses a single process model and does
not assume that the target arrival time is known.
The G-Kalman filter uses information about the static target
location inferred from PPC spiking activity to improve the esti-
mate of the dynamic state of the cursor. Interestingly, a recent
neurophysiological study provided evidence that the local field
potential (LFP) signal in PPC provides another source of infor-
mation about the intended endpoint of an impending reach
(Scherberger et al., 2005). Therefore, future algorithms that in-
corporate goal information from the LFP into an aggregate neu-
ral observation, both during preparation and execution of the
movement, may further improve the accuracy of the dynamic
estimate of the state of the cursor.
In a neural prosthetic application, it would be advantageous
for PPC to encode target/goal information, which can be ex-
ploited by a goal-based decoding algorithm, even under condi-
tions when the target is not visible. We suggest that it is unlikely
that the target/goal representation in PPC is purely visual, which
would imply that this signal would be abolished under conditions
when the target stimulus is invisible. Evidence from memory
reach studies have shown that MIP and area 5 encode the in-
tended endpoint of an impending reach well after a target cue has
been extinguished (Snyder et al., 1997; Andersen and Buneo,
2002; Musallam et al., 2004). Furthermore, in an anti-reach
memory task, PRR neurons were shown to encode the intended
reach endpoint even when it was dissociated 180° from an extin-
guished cue stimulus (Gail and Andersen, 2006). In addition, we
recently showed that information about the target was strongly
represented by PPC neurons during the middle segment of a
trajectory, suggesting that PPC neurons were able to maintain
their target representation during online control of a trajectory,
even 220 ms after cue onset (Mulliken et al., 2008). Based on
these findings, we predict that in a hypothetical memory joystick
task, both before and during execution of a trajectory, PPC neurons
will continue to encode both the goal/target location in absence of a
target stimulus, while also maintaining information about the dy-
namic stateof the trajectory.Nonetheless, thishypothesisneeds tobe
tested directly. Additionally, future studies will also need to address
what effect an array of distractor stimuli may have on the represen-
tation of a singular movement goal in PPC.
Another open question is the coordinate frame in which both
target and kinematic information is encoded by PPC. Interest-
ingly, in our previous study (Mulliken et al., 2008), we presented
anatomical evidence that showed that, on average, more infor-
mation was encoded about the goal/target the deeper one re-
corded in the IPS, while a dynamic representation of the move-
ment direction of the cursor/handwasmore strongly represented
in surface areas of PPC. An interesting and testable hypothesis for
future investigation is that goal and kinematic signals may oper-
ate largely in two different coordinate systems, that is, in eye- and
limb-centered coordinates, respectively.
Decoding efficiency: AMEA versus FMEA
The ability to accurately decode trajectories using only five neu-
rons underscores the contrasting decoding efficiency of AMEA
Figure 8. PPC learning effects due to brain control (off-line analyses). A, Off-line decoding
performance illustrates that the PPCpopulationwas able to increase the amount of information
that could be decoded using ridge regression. The tuning properties of the population also
showed significant learning trends over 14 brain control sessions. Both the Z-statistic of the
tuning depth (A) and the SD of the preferred positions (B) for the ensemble increased signifi-
cantly over 14 sessions. The average ensemble tuning curve overlap also increased significantly
during brain control learning, however to a lesser extent (B).
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and FMEA techniques. Several factors might account for this
discrepancy in efficiency. During insertion, the placement of
electrodes using the FMEA technique is effectively random with
respect to the probable location of a neuron(s). In contrast,
AMEA recordings enable the experimenter to “optimally” posi-
tion the depth of every electrode using electrophysiological feed-
back. While we did not intentionally target cells that contained
specific or desirable tuning properties, we did optimize several
other factors using the AMEA technique: (1) we optimized extra-
cellular isolation quality systematically, maximizing a given
channel’s SNR and importantly, facilitating spike sorting; (2)
when recording from PRR neurons that were embedded up to
8–10 mm in the convoluted bank of the IPS, we were able to
consistently target gray matter and presumably cortical layers
that contained task-related neurons [note, this is in contrast to
recordings made in surface areas of cortex (e.g., precentral gyrus
of M1), where the depth of targeted neurons, for example layer 4
pyramidal cells, is considerably less variable and can be targeted
more reliably]; and (3) we lowered electrodes into a “mapped”
region of the recording chamber, known from prior sessions to
contain task-related neurons.
Learning to control a cursor using continuous visual feedback
Learning effects in PPC became evident quite early during brain
control sessions, more than doubling the off-line decoding per-
formance (R2) of the population after 5–6 sessions. Studies inM1
have reported brain control learning effects of comparable mag-
nitude to the R2 changes we observed here, however, these
changes typically occurred over the course of 20 sessions or more
(Taylor et al., 2002; Carmena et al., 2003). In particular, Carmena
and colleagues reported significant learning effects in multiple
cortical areas, including PMd, primary somatosensory cortex
(S1), and supplementarymotor area (SMA)during brain control.
However, they did not report any change in R2 decoding perfor-
mance for parietal cortex. Instead, they reported relatively small
changes (25–30% increase over 14 sessions) in the tuning depth
of parietal neurons compared to motor cortex cells which ap-
proximately doubled (100% increase) their tuning depth over the
same time period. These minor learning effects in PPC may re-
flect that their decoded estimates relied more heavily upon con-
tributions from brain areas other than PPC (e.g., M1, which had
stronger decoding power in their sample), possibly resulting in
stronger learning in those other areas. In contrast, our data sug-
gest that substantial learning can occur in PPC over the course of
just several brain control sessions (e.g., R2 more than doubled
and tuning depth increased by 70%). Finally, the extent to
which plasticity occurs in different brain areas during brain con-
trol conditions remains an important direction for future exper-
iments. We expect, based on our findings here and PPC’s known
functional role in combining visual and motor representations
that PPC will be particularly well suited to serve as a target for a
prosthesis that relies upon visual feedback for continuous control
and error-driven learning.
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